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Note-
Im not gonna accept my Faq in more websites. 
It's in a lot of websites now, and I don't 
Ave time to reply the e-mails and sending  
Updates of the faq. Any request for adding  
my FAQ in their site will be ignorated. 
-------------------------------------------- 
------------------------------------------- 
I-Version History 
------------------------------------------ 
15/03/03- Version 1.04- Added a little note in the top of the FAQ. 

2/2/03 Version 1.04 Green Shard gem location in level level 19: Rock the casaba  
corrected.

26/01/03 Version 1.02 Last update, there isn't a secret level, I recived a mail  
syang that tere isn't.I only corrected some spelling errors. I will only update  
if I found other relic time.  

23/01/03 Version 1.00 FAQ section completed. The FAQ/Whalkthru is now  
completed.I will only update it if I found something interesting(a secret level  
if I get 100 % completion, etc.) 

22/01/03 Version 0.95 Fourth world and bonus world whalkthru posted, and level  
13, 11, and 16 dificulty and number of crates posted(I forgot to post them,  
sorry), also some time trial times updated. 

18/01/03 Version 0.50 I call this the update-nator! Well the second and third  
world whalkthru finished, also level 5  description updated, and level 3 gold  
relic time posted.Im gonna finish the FAQ section soon. 

16/01/03 Version 0.32  Nothing new in this update, I only updated the sites that  
can have my FAQ/Whalkthru. And my e-mail. 

16/01/03 Version 0.32: Whalkthru for the first two levels of the second world  
added, also spelling errors corrected, and level 6 green gem location posted. 



14/01/03 Version 0.30: Whalkthru for first world added. 

13/01/03 Version 0.25: First relase, boss strategies, and game history complete. 

--------------------------------------------- 
II-Game History 

--------------------------------------------- 
Deep in the heart of hyperspace... 
Uka Uka: That incompetent Neo Cortex. He can't do anything right! 
His last scheme to shrink the heart failed miserably!You have been a great asset  
to the cause of evil over the year's N.Tropy.  
N.Tropy: Thank you my lord.  
Uka Uka: That is why I trust you whit the task of aiding me in universal  
domination. 
N.Tropy: Great Uka Uka. I am honored! 
And I have the perfect sceme. 
*Scene switches to jungle, the tutrial level* 
After you complete the tutorial level... 
N.Tropy: Allow me to harness my powers of time and space to peer into the  
future... 
Of course! Since those wretched Bandicoot's keep thwarting us, the solution is  
to get them on our side and I know the fellow for the job. 
Uka Uka: A new recruit? 
N.Tropy: Indeed.Meet my secret weapon. 
N-Trance: I am N.Trance, master of hypnotizm! 
Meanwhile... 
*Scene switches to Crash house* 
Crash is sleeping, Coco is playng in her computer and Crunch is doing gymnastic. 
Coco: Crash, heeeeeeeelp! 
 Coco and Crunch are abducted in a vortex. 
Aku Aku: Crash!Wake up!Coco and Crunch have been abducted! Find me a power  
Crystal so I can look into what's going on! Hurry! 
*Intro level start's* 
After the intro level... 
Aku Aku: Oh, no!Watch out Crash! 
*Crash is being abducted in another vortex!*  
Aku Aku: I've got you Crash! 
*Scene switches to N.Tropy secret base* 
N.Tropy: Something is holding on to Crash.We need more power! 
*Scene switches to Aku Aku tryng to save Crash* 
Aku Aku: This must be the work of N.Tropy. 
*Scene switches to N.Tropy secret base* 
N.Tropy: I've finally captured that infernal Bandicoot! 
*A deformed Crash appar's* 
N.Tropy: I finally got all you obnoxious bandicoot's! Would you do the honors  
N.Trance! 
N.Trance: Whit pleasure 
*Somewhere else in hyperspace...* 
Aku Aku: That took almost all the power I had, Crash. Good job getting the power  
cristal before you where pulled into the vortex. But, I'll need a lot more  
crystals if we are to put an end to N.Tropy plans. 
That flotaing island up ahead will allow us to go to different worlds and find  
crystals. 
Hopefully we can find Coco and Crunch and stop N.Tropy! 

--------------------------------- 
III-Whalkthru 
-------------------------------- 
What is this guide whitout a whalkthru?,Take note that I will only list how to  



get the secret colored shard gems, and details about the level, this isn't a  
step by step Whalkthru. 

Intro level- World 0 

Level 1-Island Intro 
 Get Platnium relic time- 00:12.80 
 Get Gold relic time-00:25.40  
 Get Shappire relic time-00:30.00 
Crates: 23
Dificulty:Very easy 
It has: One Crystal, and a clear gem 
You don't need my help in this level, Aku Aku will teach you how to play,  
reemember to break every crate to get the clear gem, and detonate the TNT by  
jumping on it, don't worry about the nitro boxes, you'll detonate them whit the  
green ! metal box at the end of the level. 

World 1 

Level 2-Lagoony Tunes 
Get Platnium relic time- Don't know for now 
Get Gold relic time- 01:13.40 
Get Shappire relic time- 01:20.70 
Crates: 49
Dificulty:Medium 
It has: One Crystal, and one clear gem. 
Man, I hate these level's, you are in a surfboard, and you must escape from a  
shark and destroy every crate at the same time.Remember: When the shark opens  
his mouth get outta his way! 

Level 3-Prints of Persia 
Get Platnium relic time- Don't know for now 
Get Gold relic time- 00: 32.90 
Get Shappire relic time- 00:36.20 
Crates: 29
Dificulty:Easy 
It has: One Crystal, one clear gem, and a green shard gem 
A easy level, watch out whit the guy's whit sword's and krabs. 

Green Shard Gem location: After the first check point you'll come to a Left  
Right road selection, take the Left one slide under the small passage and get  
the green gem. 

Level 4-Globe Trottin' 
Get Platnium relic time- Don't know for now 
Get Gold relic time- Don't know for now 
Get Shappire relic time- 00:45.20 
Crates: 112 
Dificulty: Medium 
It has: One Crystal, and one clear gem 
In this level you'll ride the athlasphere, a ball veihcle thing, try to not fall  
from the track, and good luck breaking  every crate. 

Level 5- Pharaoh's Funhouse 
Get Platnium relic time- Don't know for now 
Get Gold relic time- Don't know for now 
Get Shappire relic time- 00:33.40 
Crates:54 
Dificulty:Easy 
It has: One Crystal, a clear gem, and a red shard gem. 



An egyptian level, whatch out whit crocodiles, snakes, and mummies.Check the red  
shard gem location if you need help finding the ! metal nitro detonator. 

Red Shard gem location: After you exit from the piramid and press the button to  
activate the two moving platforms, go down and to the hole, down where the  
moving platforms are, you'll land on a bouncing metal box,  use this metal box   
to land on another one, and land on the secret moving platform, when you are in  
the secret platform, got to the right secret passage, avoid the two nitro crates,  
and get the red gem, also you'll find the nitro detonator. 

Level 6- Runaway Rug 
Get Platnium relic time- Don't know for now 
Get Gold relic time- 00.56.20 
Get Shappire relic time- 01:01.80 
Crates:62 
Dificulty: Medium 
It has: A crystal, clear gem, and a green shard gem. 
Say hello to the last level of the first world of the game!watch out whit the  
krabs, the men in flyng carpets, and near the end of the level vreak the special  
crate to use a new vehicle needed to clear the level: Your own magic carpet! 

Green Shard Gem location: After climbing the ceiling, before the first  
checkpoint you'll see lots of flyng carpets platforms, well jump on those  
platforms and in the last one you'll find the green shard gem  

After you beat the last level of the first world... 

-Boss Battle-! 
Boss 1 Evil Crunch. 
Dificulty: Medium 
Energy: 3 
Description: Thank's to the evil N.Trance hipnotizm Crunch turned bad again! 
Attack's:Shoot missiles whit his bazooka. 
How to beat: You'l be on a flyng carpet when the battle start's. 
Evil Crunch can be hard at first but  after you know the trick the battle  
becomes very easy.  
Wait until he touches a nitro box, he will fall unconcious,  shoot those magic  
balls that you have at him, avoid his missiles, wait until he touches the nitro,  
shoot him, repeat one more time and hes is history. 

After you beat Crunch you get a special power: The super slide, press the L and  
the R button at the same time to do a superslide, It can be very usefull to find  
secret areas. 

World 2 

Level 7-Tiki Torture 
Get Platnium relic time- Don't know for now 
Get Gold relic time- Don't know for now 
Get Shappire relic time- 00:27.40 
Crates:57 
Dificulty:Easy 
It has: A crystal, a clear gem, and a blue gem shard. 
Watch out whit the monkeys, and the cavern-man that spit fire and  throw arrows. 
You'll find the ! crate that destroys every nitro box in the 'death route'(check  
the blue gem shard location). 

Blue gem shard location: before the bonus platform you'll see a hole, jump on it  
and you'll land on a 'death route' the 'death routes' are mini secret and very  
hard levels. 



Jump on the platform and try to not fall on lava! and avoid the nitro boxes, at  
the end you''ll find the secret gem shard. 

Level 8- Hoppin' Coffins 
Get Platnium relic time- Don't know for now 
Get Gold relic time- Don't know for now 
Get Shappire relic time- 01:04.50 
Crates:71 
Dificulty: Medium 
It has: A crystal, a red shard gem, and a clear gem. 
Watch out whit the crocodriles, the dorrs and falling rocks that can squash  
you,the snakes, and other very dangerous enemies. 

Red gem shard location: When you reach to those crates that you only can destroy  
whit the body slam attack, the Tnt crates, an extra life box, and the nitro  
boxes, you'll see an '?' crate in the air jump it above and you'll reach another  
'death route' full of nitros, clear it and you'll find it. 

Trick to get the red shard gem easly: First of all you need to beat evil Coco  
and get the rocket jump, and return to this level(duh!), and at the end when you  
break the ! nitro box jump on it, get very near the edge and do the rocket jump,  
you'll land on the red shard gem location! 

Level 9-Flockful of Seagulls 
Get Platnium relic time- Don't know for now 
Get Gold relic time- Don't know for now 
Get Shappire relic time- 01:23.50 
Crates:30 
Dificulty:Easy 
It has: A crystal, and a clear gem. 
Noo! No this surfboard level in wich you must escape from the shark and break  
all of the boxes level again! Watch out whit those metal red-white things in the  
water, and the birds.Thanks god that this level is really easy compared whit the  
other. 

Level 10-Barrel Roll 
Get Platnium relic time- Don't know for now 
Get Gold relic time- Don't know for now 
Get Shappire relic time- 01:18.30 
Crates:101
Dificulty: Very hard 
It has: A crystal, and a clear gem. 
I really and I mean I really hate the ball levels  in where you play as Crunch,  
why?(No I don't hate Crunch) because thay are really hard, especialy breaking  
all the boxes. 

Level 11- Magma Mania 
Get Platnium relic time- Don't know for now 
Get Gold relic time- Don't know for now 
Get Shappire relic time- 01:00.10 
Crates:73 
Dificulty: Medium 
It has: A crystal, a blue shard gem, and a clear gem 
A jungle volchanic level, after a whilie you'll come to a lava cavern, and  
you'll ride the mini helicopter vehicle( my favorite!). 

Blue shard gem location: just before the first checpoint, detonate the TNT and  
go down the hole,  you'll land on a 'death route' complete  it to get the blue  
shard gem.



Prepare to fight against Crash sister... 

--Boss Battle--! 
Evil Coco 
Dificulty:Medium 
Energy:3 
Attack's:Hyper beam, missiles. 
Description: Thank's to the evil N.Trance hipnotizm Coco turned bad! 

How to beat: You' be flyng in the mini helicopter at the start of the battle. 
 Remember Dingodile from Crash 1: The huge adventure?, well this boss it's the  
same only that is a little more hard.Coco is in her ship, you can't attack her  
because she has a shield that protect's her ship, she will start shooting  
missiles at you, after a whilie avoiding her missiles, her ship will stop moving,  
and the shield of her ship will turn off, attack the shp, after that the shield  
will turn on again, escape,  avoid her missiles and her new attack:  the  
Hyperbeam, attack her when her shield turn's off, escape,  the floor will  
colapse when she only has one bar of health, so watch out and don't touch the  
lava!Repeat the proces and beat her. 

Special power:  Rocket jump; to do it press L and A at the same time to do the  
rocket jump.It can be very usefull reaching places that even the double jump  
can't reach. 

World 3 

Level 12-Run from the sun. 
Get Platnium relic time- Don't know for now 
Get Gold relic time- 01:35.90 
Get Shappire relic time- 01:45.10 
Crates:21 
Dificulty: Easy 
It has: A crystal, and a clear gem. 
Remember the jetpack levels from the first Cash game for gba?Well exept you play  
as Coco she is flyng in the space, and a meteorite is chasing her, a really fun  
level, you must ecape from a meteorite too! When you see a ! red/white mark in  
the screen do the turbo boost(press the 'B' button) because the meteorite can  
kill you if you aren't fast enough. Breakin the crates is easy on this level,  
watch out whit the space ship guys, and the dangerous bombs. 

Level 13- Now it's Istanbul 
Get Platnium relic time- Don't know for now 
Get Gold relic time- Don't know for now 
Get Shappire relic time- 01:10.60 
Crates:92 
Dificulty: Medium 
It has: A crystal, a clear gem, and a green shard gem. 
Watch out whit the krabs, swordmen and other dangers. 

Green shard gem location: When you climb the first ceiling,  fall on the hole in  
the middle, you'll land on a ' mini death route' finish it and you'll get the  
green shard gem. 

Level 14- Watter Logged 
Get Platnium relic time- Don't know for now 
Get Gold relic time- Don't know for now 
Get Shappire relic time- 00:58.10 
Crates:25 
Dificulty: Insane 
It has: A crystal and a clear gem. 



It took me 30 lives to beat this level, and break every crate to get the clear  
gem is almost impossible, why? is other of those surfboard levels!  
ARRRGH!!Thank's god it's the last one! 

Level 15- Mister Lava Lava 
Get Platnium relic time- Don't know for now 
Get Gold relic time- Don't know for now 
Get Shappire relic time- 01:04.00 
Crates: 89  
Dificulty:Medium 
It has: A crystal a clear gem and a blue gem. 
Watch out whit the stupid and f***ing parrots(Trust me you'll hate them), the  
lava, and the guys whit arrows, and the guys that split fire. 

Blue gem shard location: After the second mini helicopter adventure, hop in the  
rocket, again when the rocket mini adventure ends and you land on the road again  
you'll see  that you can continue in that road or take a left one, take the left  
one to enter in a ' death route' at the end is the blue shard gem. 

Level 16-Slip-N-Slidin' Spinx 
Get Platnium relic time- Don't know for now 
Get Gold relic time- Don't know for now 
Get Shappire relic time- 00:53.80 
Crates:91 
Dificulty:Medium 
It has: A crystal, a red shard gem, and a clear gem. 
Watch out whit the flyng beetles and other enemies, and watch out whit the water,  
Crash dosen't know how to swim! 

Red Shard gem location: When you reach a place that has an aku aku mask box and  
a sealed crate, jump on them and do the rocket jump, you'll land on a 'death  
route' clear it and get the red shard gem. 

Prepare to fight against yourself.... 
---Boss Battle---!@% 
Fake Crash
Dificulty: Hard 
Energy: 4 
Attack's: He has everyone of your attack's. 
Description: Remember the deformed Crash from the intro, also this was Coco''How  
do you break free from Trance hypnotizm?' quote was refering. 
How to beat: You fight against him on a room full of platforms and trap's, also  
the roof is collapsing! If you attack he attack's, if you jump he jump, if you  
touch a trap he touches it... and loses a bar of energy! Well this is the trick:  
Jump on a playform and avoid the trap(those spikes coming from the floor), you'l  
avoid it, but he will take a hit, and lose an energy bar. Repeat it four times  
and... fake copy erased!And watch out whit the collapsing roof! 

You get: The super tornado spin; attack more time! 

World 4 

Level 17- Rocks can Roll 
Get Platnium relic time- Don't know for now 
Get Gold relic time- Don't know for now 
Get Shappire relic time- 01:10.40 
Crates:114  
Dificulty:Very Hard 
It has:  A crystal, and a clear gem 
Another Crunch Ball level, only that is more hard than the other. 



Level 18- Eruption Disruption 
Get Platnium relic time- Don't know for now 
Get Gold relic time- Don't know for now 
Get Shappire relic time- 01:05.90 
Crates:108
Dificulty:Medium 
It has: A crystal, a clear gem, and a blue gem shard.  
Other of those jungle-volcano levels, also you'll ride again the mini- 
helicopter(yahoo!) 

Blue gem Shard location:After you jump on the first moving platform in the lava  
pool, break the two crates in the air, after you break them fall on the hole,  
you'll land on a death route, beat it to get the blue shard gem. 

Level 19- Rock the Casaba  
Get Platnium relic time- Don't know for now 
Get Gold relic time- Don't know for now 
Get Shappire relic time- 01:20.90 
Crates: 109 
Dificulty: Medium 
It has: A crysatal, a clear gem, and a green shard gem. 
Watch out whit the lava, the sword guys and the krabs.Also there is a secret  
crate it is in the very beginning you first go to the left and jump off the  
ledge and there is a bouncy box.Thank's to Patricia Mulligan ''Patti'' for this  
secret 

Green Shard Gem: It is located on the lower route after the carpet-ride part of  
the stage.  

Level 20- Spaced out 
Get Platnium relic time- Don't know for now 
Get Gold relic time- Don't know for now 
Get Shappire relic time- 03:06.20 
Crates:25 
Dificulty: Medium 
It has: A crystal, and a clear gem. 
Another of the Coco in space level, only that is more long. Good luck! 

Level 21- King too Uncommon 
Get Platnium relic time- Don't know for now 
Get Gold relic time- Don't know for now 
Get Shappire relic time- 00:58.40 
Crates:91 
Dificulty:Easy 
It has: A crystal, a clear gem, and a red shard gem. 
 Say hello to the last level of the game! Unfortunately is very easy, the enmies  
are the only thing that make this a little more hard. 

Red shard gem loction:Attack the metal '!' box to make  a number of crates  
appear, break them and let you fall in the hole, you'll land on a death route,  
complete it to get the red shard gem. 

Prepare to suffer a Trance... 

---Final Boss Battle!!---@~€ 
N.Trance 
Energy: 9 total, First form: 4, second form 5. 



Dificulty: First form: Easy.Second form: Very hard 
Attack's: Jump on you, metal whip clock, big laser ball, 7 little laser ball,  
lot's of little laser ball's. 
Before the battle:  
Aku Aku: Yes! we made it to N.Tropy secret base. 
N.Tropy: N. Trance, you fool!, They have found us!Destroy them! 
N.Trance: It should have taken a million of year's to find us...how? 
Aku Aku: Time does not pass into the vortex... I had all time I needed to find  
you!N.Tropy: You have one last chance to stop them. Do not disappoint me again! 
N.Trance: Destroy all Bandicoots!                               
How to beat: First Form: Very easy, slide under Trance when h trues to crush you  
whut his jumps, when he shoot's the metal whip clock avoid it, now it's your  
chance to attack! Jump in his head. after you jump in his head he will loose one  
life bar. Double jump and do the super tornado spin to get very far from him,  
repeat the proces 3 more times and his body will be destroyed and he will escape. 
Second form: You'l fight against his second form in the mini helicopter vehicle. 
Use the spin attack to send his head flyng where the lava(and fake Crash) is,  
he'll take a hit, watch out whit his really dangerous attack's, especially the  
lot's of little laser ball's attack, his second form in't easy as it appears,  
because it takes a good timing to send his head flyng toward's the lava. 
Enjoy the bad ending! 

Bonus World 

Level 22- 101 Arabian Kites 
Get Platnium relic time- Don't know for now 
Get Gold relic time- Don't know for now 
Get Shappire relic time- 01:52.10 
Crates:64 
Dificulty: Hard 
It has: A green gem, and a clear gem( yep, no crystal) 
How to open: Get every green shard gem. 
The bonus levels are a pain in the arse, but fun. Sorry im not gonna give a  
description, I don't want to spoil the fun. 

Green (and complete) gem location: Sorry Im not gonna say the location, I don't  
want to spoil the fun. 

Level 23- Fire Walker 
Get Platnium relic time- Don't know for now 
Get Gold relic time- Don't know for now 
Get Shappire relic time- 01:38.60 
Crates:115
Dificulty:Hard 
It has: A blue gem, and a clear gem. 
How to open: Get every blue gem shard. 
The bonus levels are a pain in the arse, but fun Sorry im not gonna give a  
description, I don't want to spoil the fun. 

Blue(and complete) gem location: Sorry Im not gonna say the location, I don't  
want to spoil the fun. 

Level 24- Wild Nile Ride 
Get Platnium relic time- Don't know for now 
Get Gold relic time- Don't know for now 
Get Shappire relic time- 01:24.60 
Crates:97 
Dificulty:Hard 
It has: A red gem, and a clear gem. 
How to open: Get every red gem shard. 



The bonus levels are a pain in the arse, but fun Sorry im not gonna give a  
description, I don't want to spoil the fun. 

Red(and complete) gem location: Sorry Im not gonna say the location, I don't  
want to spoil the fun. 

After you get the three colored gems... 

Prepare to fight against the evil side of the time... 

---Real Final Boss Batlle!!---C@~€~#€ 
N.Tropy?! 
Energy:9 
Dificulty:Easy 
Attack's:Fireballs, and blue lasers 
Before the battle: When you get every colored gem shard you'll recive a message  
from Aku Aku sayng that he opned the vortex to N.Tropy secret base. 
How to beat: When you start this battle N.Tropy will be flyng on a platform near  
you. Avoid his attack's, and when he stops attacking he will fly to a building  
near you, you'll see that blue platforms have appeared, jump on them and when  
you reach to N.Tropy position attack him whit the spin attack, after you attack  
him, he'll escape and appear flyng in his platform again, again avoid his  
attack's, and when he stops attacking he will fly to a building near you, you'll  
see that blue platforms have appeared, jump on them and when you reach to  
N.Tropy position attack him whit the spin attack, repeat it 1 more time and  
you'll,and he be warped to another location(egipt), and N.Tropy energy will rise  
again, his attacks are the same only that he attacks more time, and when you  
need to reach his position he will be more far than the last time, when his  
energy reachs zero you and he will be transported to another location(jungle)  
again hit him 3 more times and he will die. 
Enjoy the good ending! 

The End?! 

---------------------------------- 
IV-Boss strategies 
--------------------------------- 

Evil Crunch 
Dificulty: Medium 
Energy: 3 
Description: Thank's to the evil N.Trance hipnotizm Crunch turned bad again! 
Attack's:Shoot missiles whit his bazooka. 
How to beat: You'l be on a flyng carpet when the battle start's. 
Evil Crunch can be hard at first but  after you know the trick the battle  
becomes very easy.  
Wait until he touches a nitro box, he will fall unconcious,  shoot those magic  
balls that you have at him, avoid his missiles, wait until he touches the nitro,  
shoot him, repeat one more time and hes is history. 
After you beat him:: Crunch say's:  Awww man brainwashed again!Thank's Crash.  

Evil Coco 
Dificulty:Medium 
Energy:3 
Attack's:Hyper beam, missiles. 
Description: Thank's to the evil N.Trance hipnotizm Coco turned bad! 

How to beat: You' be flyng in the mini helicopter at the start of the battle. 
 Remember Dingodile from Crash 1: The huge adventure?, well this boss it's the  



same only that is a little more hard.Coco is in her ship, you can't attack her  
because she has a shield that protect's her ship, she will start shooting  
missiles at you, after a whilie avoiding her missiles, her ship will stop moving,  
and the shield of her ship will turn off, attack the shp, after that the shield  
will turn on again, escape,  avoid her missiles and her new attack:  the  
Hyperbeam, attack her when her shield turn's off, escape,  the floor will  
colapse when she only has one bar of health, so watch out and don't touch the  
lava!Repeat the proces and beat her. 
After you beat her:  Coco: Crash! How do you break free from Trance hypnotizm? 

Fake Crash
Dificulty: Hard 
Energy: 4 
Attack's: He has everyone of your attack's. 
Description: Remember the deformed Crash from the intro, also this was Coco''How  
do you break free from Trance hypnotizm?' quote was refering. 
How to beat: You fight against him on a room full of platforms and trap's, also  
the roof is collapsing! If you attack he attack's, if you jump he jump, if you  
touch a trap he touches it... and loses a bar of energy! Well this is the trick:  
Jump on a playform and avoid the trap(those spikes coming from the floor), you'l  
avoid it, but he will take a hit, and lose an energy bar. Repeat it four times  
and... fake copy erased!And watch out whit the collapsing roof! 
After you beat him: *In N.Tropy secret base..* 
N.Tropy: N.Trance, you blundering idiot!That was not Crash! It  was some sort  
of... fake Crash!    
N.Trance: How was I suposed to know? He fooled you too.Besides they will never  
find our hideout.Never in a million years! 
Aku Aku: Good job Crash! Whit a few more cristal's I will be able to open the  
vortex  to N.Tropy hideout!   

N.Trance 
Energy: 9 total, First form: 4, second form 5. 
Dificulty: First form: Easy.Second form: Very hard 
Attack's: Jump on you, metal whip clock, big laser ball, 7 little laser ball,  
lot's of little laser ball's. 
Before the battle: Aku Aku: Yes! we made it to N.Tropy secret base. 
                          N.Tropy: N. Trance, you fool!, They have found  
us!Destroy them! 
                         N.Trance: It should have taken a million of year's to  
find us...how? 
                         Aku Aku: Time does not pass into the vortex... I had  
all time I needed 
                         to find you!   
                        N.Tropy: You have one last chance to stop them. Do not  
disappoint me  
                       again! 
                        N.Trance: Destroy all Bandicoots!                               
How to beat: First Form: Very easy, slide under Trance when he tries to crush  
you whit his jumps, when he shoot's the metal whip clock avoid it, now it's your  
chance to attack! Jump in his head. after you jump in his head he will loose one  
life bar. Double jump and do the super tornado spin to get very far from him,  
repeat the proces 3 more times and his body will be destroyed and he will escape. 
Second form: You'l fight against his second form in the mini helicopter vehicle. 
Use the spin attack to send his head flyng where the lava(and fake Crash) is,  
he'll take a hit, watch out whit his really dangerous attack's, especially the  
lot's of little laser ball's attack, his second form in't easy as it appears,  
because it takes a good timing to send his head flyng toward's the lava. 
Enjoy the bad ending! 

N.Tropy?! 



Energy:9 
Dificulty:Easy 
Attack's:Fireballs, and blue lasers 
Before the battle: When you get every colored gem shard you'll recive a message  
from Aku Aku sayng that he opned the vortex to N.Tropy secret base. 
How to beat: When you start this battle N.Tropy will be flyng on a platform near  
you. Avoid his attack's, and when he stops attacking he will fly to a building  
near you, you'll see that blue platforms have appeared, jump on them and when  
you reach to N.Tropy position attack him whit the spin attack, after you attack  
him, he'll escape and appear flyng in his platform again, again avoid his  
attack's, and when he stops attacking he will fly to a building near you, you'll  
see that blue platforms have appeared, jump on them and when you reach to  
N.Tropy position attack him whit the spin attack, repeat it 1 more time and  
you'll,and he be warped to another location(egipt), and N.Tropy energy will rise  
again, his attacks are the same only that he attacks more time, and when you  
need to reach his position he will be more far than the last time, when his  
energy reachs zero you and he will be transported to another location(jungle)  
again hit him 3 more times and he will die. 
Enjoy the good ending! 
*SPOILERS*
I was really surprised that fake Crash truned good! A new member to Crash team!  

------------------------------------ 
V-FAQ
------------------------------------ 
Q-How many levels counting the bosses, etc. Has this game? 
A-29, weird because the oficial webpage of the game(www.crashbandicoot.com) says  
that it has 30 levels, and the box says that it has 40, maybe if I get 100%  
completion... 

Q-Will you make other FAQ/Whalkthru for another game? 
A- Yep, im working on a boss strategies FAQ for Crash Bandicoot: The Huge  
Adventure/Xs 

Q-Does this game follow the storyline of the console versions? 
A- Yes. 

Q- Has Vicarious Visions started the storyline of the Crash series again?,  
because this game is called Crash 2. 
A- Thechnicaly this game should be called Crash Bandicoot Advance 2:N-Trance,   
it has a 2 in it because is the second Crash game for the GBA.But it follows the  
storyline of the console versions.  

Q- Will Cortex appear in other Crash game? 
A-*SPOILERS*Seeing that in Crash Bandicoot: The Huge Adventure/Xs, Cortex is  
traped in his destroyed space station I think he will never appear again, hope  
not because Cortex is my favorite villian. 
  
----------------------------------- 
VI-Thank's to 
----------------------------------- 
Naughty Dog for creating the original Crash Bandicoot. 
Vicarious Visions for the new Crash games. 
Patricia Mulligan ''Patti'' for  the location of the secret box in the level  
'Rock the 
Casaba'  
Jon Albert Dizon for the correct location of the Green Shard gem of Level 19:  
Rock The Casaba 
And you... for reading this FAQ/Whalkthru. 
--------------------------------- 



VII-CopyRight 
--------------------------------- 
If you want to post this FAQ/Whalkthru on your web, send me a e-mail whit the  
web adreess and give me credit. 
This FAQ/Whalkthru can only appar in: 
www.GameFaqs.com 
www.cheatportal.com 
http://www.911codes.com 
http://www.911cheats.com 
http://www.25000cheats.com 
http://www.skali.com 
www.fastcheater.com 
www.pc-cheats.org 
www.neoseeker.com 
www.planetgameboy.de  
And you can find the latest updates in my web site:  
http://www.angelfire.com/games5/crashed/ 
If you see this document in other web whithout my permission send me an e-mail  
whit the web page adrees. 
My public E-mail:   luigific@hotmail.com 
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